Introduction

The recovered Genesis collector fragments are heavily contaminated with crash-derived particulate debris. However, megasonic treatment with ultra-pure-water (UPW; resistivity >18 meg-ohm-cm) removes essentially all particulate contamination greater than 5 microns in size [e.g.,1] and is thus of considerable importance. Optical imaging of Si sample 60336 revealed the presence of a large C-rich particle after UPW treatment that was not present prior to UPW[2]. Such handling contamination is occasionally observed, but such contaminants are normally easily removed by UPW cleaning. The 60336 particle was exceptional in that, surprisingly, it was not removed by additional UPW or by hot xylene or by aqua regia regia treatment [2]. It was eventually removed by treatment with NH$_3$-H$_2$O$_2$ [2]. Our best interpretation of the origin of the 60336 particle was that it was adhesive from the Post-It notes used to stabilize samples for transport from Utah after the hard landing [3]. It is possible that the insoluble nature of the 60336 particle comes from interaction of the Post-It adhesive with UPW. An occasional bit of Post-It adhesive is not a major concern, but C particulate contamination also occurs from the heat shield of the Sample Return Capsule (SRC) and this is mixed with inorganic contamination from the SRC and the Utah landing site. If UPW exposure also produced an insoluble residue from SRC C, this would be a major problem in chemical treatments to produce clean surfaces for analysis. This paper reports experiments to test whether particulate contamination was removed more easily if UPW treatment was not used.

A series of cleaning steps on silicon sample 61422, which was not transported on a Post-It note, began with organic solvent xylene instead of UPW.

Cleaning and Documentation Sequence: a) optical imaging; b) batch cleaning with hot xylene, ultrasonic in a Pyrex beaker; c) optical imaging; d) SEM particle analysis; e) optical imaging; f) UV ozone surface treatment; g) optical imaging; h) UPW megasonic flow; i) optical imaging. Special regions were marked for higher resolution optical imaging (Fig. 1).

Effects of Xylene Batch Cleaning Followed by UV Ozone and UPW:

Batch cleaning with xylene is not as effective as UPW spin cleaning at removing general particulates. Dried droplets of the final acetone rinse clearly show that crash debris has been redistributed. Small germanium particles serve nicely as markers of spacecraft debris. [Nineteen Ge solar wind collectors were reduced to powder during the crash, and these fines are ubiquitous.] The region shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the efficacy of UV ozone followed by UPW in reducing organics and particulates.

Fig. 2a. Dried droplet with particle composition determined by SEM. This feature was not observed prior to xylene cleaning.

Fig. 2b. Droplet from 2a after UV ozone (left) and after UPW (right).
Effect of Cleaning on reduction of Carbon-Bearing Contaminants: An attempt was made to optically track changes in the area of specific carbon-bearing particles in the “scorpion tail” (area framed in yellow Fig. 4). Optical resolution was not adequate for comparable measurements, but it is evident that batch xylene ultrasonication removed a few loose small particles, but continuous flow UPW megasonic removed many more (Figs. 6a & 6b). In region of interest B (ROI B) 8 spectra were taken with particles identified: 5 silicon; 2 C, O, Si; and 1 Ge. Only the germanium was removed by UPW cleaning (Fig. 7).

Summary: The above results are typical or slightly worse than for samples initially cleaned with UPW. Thus there is no evidence that an initial UPW cleaning makes particulate removal more difficult as was possible based on the 60336 particle. Further, 1) UPW megasonic flow removes more particles than batch ultrasonic xylene; 2) UV ozone is effective at removing recently-dried organic film. This study supported previous studies indicating that silicon and germanium are ubiquitous, but that Ge is more easily moved than silicon by the cleaning protocols employed [5].